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Directions: Close read the short excerpt, annotate the text, and answer the following questions: 

What is the main idea of this portion of the expert? 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

What key details from the text support the main idea? List two: 
1.__________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

2.__________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Although this is one portion of the story, make an inference about what will happen next: 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

“Are you going to meet up with us after school? Don’t make me force you!” 

Glenn let out a chuckle as he asked Shayn the question of the day. Glenn was always asking her questions. 
What was she going to wear to prom? Who was she taking to prom? Would she let him take her to prom? You 

know the usual. “Yes. Fine. Ill come but I’m not staying long. I actually care about my grades and high school 
choice is coming up. I know you don’t have many choices but I do so ill stay for an hour and then I'm out.” 

Glenn and Shayn rushed to go to their final class of the day. Art History was everyone's favorite class but it 
was only because Mr. Banks didn’t make them do much. He was barely there himself. Physically yes, but 

mentally, he was just as checked out as that kid in the back of the class who’s only there to say he showed 
up. The bell rang and everyone got up and out of that classroom as fast as they could. Glenn motioned to 
Shayn to make sure she would walk in the same direction he was.

“Who else is coming? Please don’t tell me you invited James and Kelly. They’re cool but they do too much and 

I told you I don’t have that much time today” Shayn rolled her eyes as she prepared for Glenn’s answer. 
“What you think, Shae? I don’t want anyone to get the wrong idea about us going to the woods together. 

So, I decided to call for some back up. Your favorite back up” letting a wink out of his left eye, Glenn walked 
toward the back door. They only use this door when they’re headed to the woods right outside of they Art 

History class.


